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Abstract
This paper introduces a user-friendly tool for accurate stress prediction in laminate shell models in
ABAQUS. The aim is to provide users with a code for the fast computation of three-dimensional
solutions that overcome the limitations of classical shell models and facilitate the use of advanced
composite failure criteria consistently. The methodology is based on a two-step global/local technique, denoted to as element-wise (EW), in which accurate local models with 3D capabilities stem
from individual shell elements. The local analysis exploits refined laminated theories accounting for
layer-wise deformations. Numerical examples on a typical aircraft structure serve as assessments
to show the tool capabilities in handling various failure mode onsets., e.g., fiber breakage and matrix
cracking.
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Introduction

Laminated composite structures are increasing their share in industrial applications for the production of components with superior characteristics as compared to metallic counterparts. During the
last years, the implementation of advanced manufacturing techniques for composite structures has
enabled the introduction of new lightweight structural solutions. At the same time, the enhancement of computational capabilities and theoretical knowledge is allowing engineers to accelerate
and optimize the design and production process through the use of advanced simulation tools.
One of such tools relies on high-fidelity structural models for composite materials to predict the
response and failure modes of the components accurately.
The prediction of the failure limits of a structure requires a good evaluation of strains and
stresses. The most adopted technique in the industry to achieve this goal is the finite element
method (FEM), allowing to handle complex geometries and boundary conditions. 2D formulations
are common choices for the analysis of shell-like reinforced structures as they simplify the problem
by assuming the deformations over the thickness. Among them, the most used theory for composite
analysis is the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) based on the Reissner [1] - Mindlin
[2] kinematics. Most of the commercial FEM software, such as ABAQUS [3], make use of FSDT
elements to compute stress fields in laminated structures with acceptable computational efforts.
However, one must be aware that FSDT is not sufficient to predict the interlaminar stresses across
the stack of plies, although can cause structural failures. To this purpose, the scientific community
has produced many different structural theories to predict the 3D stress fields in laminates. A
comprehensive review of these refined models is in Kapania and Raciti [4, 5] or Carrera [6].
The inclusion of these advanced theories into commercial codes is not straightforward, and
3D elements remain as the main option for 3D stress fields. Primary obstacles for the transition
to advanced theories in industrial environments are their complexity in terms of mathematical
assumptions and input/output management.
A method that mitigates such difficulties relies on global/local approaches. Global/local methods can calculate the 3D mechanical response in the critical structural zones without incurring

unbearable computational overheads and pre- and post-processing complexities. In essence, this
approach tunes the level of detail of a numerical model in certain parts of the structure according
to the desired accuracy. Well-known examples of global/local approaches are the mesh refinements
[7], the superelements [8] and multi-step methods [9, 10, 11]. The last set decouples the analysis
into a global ’coarse’ model and a local ’refined’ model. The coupling of the two models makes use
of specific boundary conditions at the interfaces. The effective application of global/local methods
may require a high level of familiarity with stress analysis methods and may lead to a considerable
amount of time and resources. For this reason, its use in the preliminary phases of the design and
optimization of the composite structure layout is not standard.
The present work aims at tackling this issue by introducing a user-friendly plug-in for the computation of 3D stresses in generic laminated structures using ABAQUS. The proposed approach
merges the efficiency and accuracy of refined laminate theories for composite analyses and the scalability of global/local approaches. The tool has a graphical user interface (GUI) within ABAQUS,
leading to 3D results across the stack of plies directly from the same display. Making use of the
element-wise (EW) approach, previously introduced by the authors for other FEM software [12],
the user needs to select the shell elements in which the 3D solutions are of interest. The code
automatically manages all the inputs and boundary conditions for the local solver that in the
plug-in package referred to as MUL2@GL.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the basic theoretical background, including the selected structural theories and the global/local approach. Then, the GUI for ABAQUS is
presented in Section 3 describing how to install and launch the tool. Section 4 shows the numerical
assessments on a full section of a composite wing. Finally, the conclusions are in Section 5.

2

Element-wise approach

The assessment of the failure onset typically requires mathematical criteria accounting for the
margin between the actual stresses in all points of the structure and the maximum allowable

of the material. In metals, the distribution of the stresses over the structure is somewhat more
straightforward than in composites. Complicating effects in composites stem from their anisotropy
and shear deformability. Moreover, the majority of the mathematical models for the evaluation of
failure in composites include the effects of the transverse shear and normal stresses [13] to account
for matrix failure, kinking or delamination modes, among others.

2.1

Structural theories

The element kinematics for based on FSDT is as follows

ux (x, y, z) = Ni (x, y) ux0 + z Ni (x, y) φy ,
uy (x, y, z) = Ni (x, y) uy0 − z Ni (x, y) φx ,
uz (x, y, z) = Ni (x, y) uz0

(1)
i = 1, ..., n

(2)
(3)

being n the number of nodes of the element and Ni the shape functions. The 2D elements based on
this model have five unknowns, or degrees of freedom (DOF), namely, three displacements and two
rotations. The expected deformation of the element exhibits a linear dependency in the thickness
direction. As a consequence, the distribution of the transverse stress fields in FSDT elements
results to be rather poor. Moreover, as well-known, the assumptions of Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 only hold
for thin laminates, and they fail to represent the through-the-thickness behavior in critical areas
such as holes, free-edges, and corners. Various solutions exist to extend the applicability of 2D
formulations. For instance, ABAQUS has a continuum shell in its 2D element library based on
a first-order layer-wise (LW) theory [14] for better transverse predictions in bending-dominated
problems. For the evaluation of refined through-the-thickness responses, they recommend the
stacking of multiple elements [3]. The present work aims to complement the laminate analysis in
ABAQUS with refined composite modeling to provide 3D fields across the thickness. The approach
uses a global/local method in which the single 2D elements are selectable as local models for a
second step stress analysis, see Fig. 1. The structural model of the local zone adopts the Carrera

Figure 1: Global-local analysis based on the EW approach.
Unified Formulation (CUF) [6], an established methodology to generate any mathematical theories
for multi-layered structures. Based on CUF, the LW kinematic expansion of the plate element is

u k (x, y, z) = Ni (x, y)Fτk (z) u kτ

for τ = 1, ... , M

(4)

where k indicates the k-th layer, Fτ are functions of the thickness coordinate, and M is the number
of these functions. In this work, the results stem from a third-order Fτ as this order is sufficiently
high to provide a good approximation of the 3D stresses.

2.2

Global/local approach

The coupling implemented in this work is one-way with the compatibility of the displacement
fields between the original 2D global FEM, and the enriched LW local model stems from the
imposition of boundary conditions in the latter. For a four-node element (S4 or S4R in ABAQUS),
the displacements and rotations of the nodes are interpolated over the local mesh to model a
continuous transition of the solution from the global to local models, see Figure 2. As it is welldescribed in the literature, this approach generates a transition zone in the local model in which
the stress solutions could be unreliable [15]. However, this fact does not raise any issue since
this tool aims to compute the 3D fields at the centroid of the element, as an extension of the
stress outputs of the global FEM results. The main advantage of the EW approach is that the

Figure 2: Sets of coordinate systems and boundary conditions adopted in the EW approach.
global/local process is simple from the user perspective. Indeed, all the information to generate
the local model - geometry, material, and boundary conditions - originate from the bulk data file
of ABAQUS (.odb) with no need for a further modeling effort. Moreover, the user can select
the critical elements of the structure; for instance, those showing the highest failure indexes, and
obtain a more refined set of solutions to confront the results. The low work demand of the EW
may be of interest at all phases of the design, including the preliminary ones leading to reductions
in the number of iterations between the design and the structural analysis.

3

Abaqus plug-in and GUI

The model is in the software package MUL2@GL via an ABAQUS plug-in, see Fig. 3. The script
is in Python as supported by the ABAQUS environment and leading to a straightforward passage
of information between the FEM and MUL2@GL. The installation of MUL2@GL in ABAQUS
is the same as for any other plug-in [16]. A GUI enables a user-friendly experience. From the
MUL2@GL window, the critical elements are selected in the current output file on display. After
the fast computations of the local 3D fields, the tool presents the plots of the 3D strain and stress
solutions - all six components - and failure criteria on the screen. It also saves the data in DAT and
CSV format for Excel. This process is repeatable as many times as wanted, based on the number
of critical elements considered. The availability of such refined solutions may allow structural
engineers to calculate the desired failure criteria consistently, using the right strain/stress inputs.

Figure 3: MUL2@GL plugin interface for ABAQUS.

4

Numerical results

The static analysis of a benchmark composite wing-box aims to prove the capability of the
MUL2@GL plug-in to evaluate stress fields and failure indices. The composite wing-box consists
of an assembly of skins, stringers, ribs, and spars with layup configurations ranging from 32 to 64
plies in various locations across the structure. The mesh uses linear shell elements (S4R) within
ABAQUS [3]. As in Fig.4a, the nodes along the root section are clamped and several loadings applied across the wing-box accounting for aerodynamic forces, fuel loads and the structural weight.
The deformed configuration of the wing-box is in Fig. 4b. An element on the lower skins which
exhibited maximum the Tsai-Wu index is the one chosen for the global-local analysis. Figures 5
and 6 show the in-plane and out-of-plane stress fields through the thickness at the center of the
selected element, respectively. The stress fields are in the ply coordinate system with 1 - parallel
to fiber, 2 - normal to the fiber, and 3 - thickness direction. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the
in-plane stress fields obtained using the global and local analyses agree well. All the stress components stemmed from the use of the constitutive law. The out-of-plane components are those from
the local model only as the global ones, based on FSDT, would require recovery techniques.

The

failure index evaluations use four failure criteria. (a) Tsai-Wu (2D and 3D) [17], (b) Hoffman [18],
(c) Hashin [19], and (d) LARC05 [20]. Figure 7 shows the comparison of Hoffman and Tsai-Wu

Y

X

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Benchmark composite wing-box: (a) geometry and boundary conditions and (b) deformed configuration.
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Figure 5: Comparison of through-the-thickness, in-plane stress fields at the center of the selected
element obtained through global and local analyses.
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Figure 6: Through-the-thickness, out-of-plane stress fields at the center of the selected element.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Hoffman and Tsai-Wu (2D and 3D) failure indices at the center of the
selected element of the lower skin obtained through global and local analyses.
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Figure 8: Comparison of Hashin Matrix Tension and LARC05 Matrix failure indices at the center
of the selected element of the lower skin obtained through global and local analyses.
(2D and 3D) failure indices for global and local analysis. The comparison of Hashin and LARC05
failure indices are in Fig. 8. Table 1 presents the maximum failure indices obtained using various
criteria for the global and local analyses along with the percentage difference between them. The
results suggest that
1. The out-of-plane stress fields, especially σ13 and σ23 , are of the same orders of magnitude as
the in-plane stress fields.
2. As the global analysis can capture the in-plane stress accurately, failure indices as the TsaiWu 2D and Hoffman compare well with local solutions. These failure indices use in-plane
stress fields only.
3. The Tsai-Wu 3D, accounting for all the stress components, show larger differences than the
previous ones with underestimations in the global analysis.
4. Differences become very significant in the case of advanced failure indices such as Hashin

and LARC05 in which the full 3D resolution of stress fields is paramount.
Table 1: Maximum indices for various failure criteria obtained using global-local analysis.
Failure Index
Tsai-Wu 2D
Tsai-Wu 3D
Hoffman
Hashin - Matrix Tension
LARC05 - Matrix failure

5

Global

Local

Difference (%)

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.57
0.11

0.72
0.78
0.76
0.67
0.25

2.77
10.25
7.89
14.92
126.57

Conclusion

This paper presents the development of a user-friendly tool for the 3D stress prediction in shell
elements of ABAQUS. The tool is installable as a plug-in and allows the user to complement
the preliminary stress analysis with highly refined through-the-thickness solutions. The proposed
approach exploits a global/local method with one-way coupling. The local zone can be a single
shell element of the global FEM model. This method, referred to as element-wise (EW), enables a
straightforward and quick global/local analysis as all the required information is extractable automatically from the ABAQUS data files. The local model has refined layer-wise (LW) kinematics,
leading to the accurate prediction of the out-of-plane components.
The MUL2@GL may fill the gap between the preliminary structural analyses which are typically
used for design and optimization purposes, and the detailed failure evaluation of the critical zones
of the structure. Besides, it can enhance the preliminary and optimization analyses by providing
accurate failure estimations with computational costs comparable to those of numerical models
adopted in the first phases of the development.
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